International Public Notice: Reports of Friendly Fire

By Anna Von Reitz

The Municipal Corporation dba "the White House Office, Inc." reportedly set up a trap this week and killed U.S. Troops on our soil. The remaining U.S. Troops reportedly killed the Municipal personnel staging a small-scale ambush in Colorado.

I hope Joe Befuddled is really proud of himself and his ongoing attempts to pass off the Municipal United States as the original Union of States which did business as "the United States" from 1776 to 1851--- when it restyled its name to its current form: The United States.

Heck, given Joe's state of mind, he might not even know the difference.

The Municipal Government in particular has no authority to have armed personnel --any armed personnel -- on our soil. That includes all hired AGENCY Personnel --- BATF, FBI, IRS, and so on, who would be manipulated and used as undeclared foreign mercenaries.

All such mercenary soldiery and private security forces were allowed only under the Pinkerton Act by a Congress lacking authority to grant access to our land and soil. Any activity on our land and soil continuing an illegal mercenary conflict is strictly forbidden, which includes any entrapment schemes, threats, or live fire exercises directed against our service personnel.

Both the "Municipal Government" and the "Territorial Government" are foreign corporations and we are sick of their antics and thefts and abuses of our trust --- and that includes misinforming and misdirecting the young men and women who have accepted mercenary service without full disclosure.

A number of them just lost their lives for no good reason as a result of the treasonous meddling of politicians who are "Presidents" of foreign commercial corporations--- not
The President of The United States and not The President of The United States of America, either.

The actual States are in Session. The actual American People are present and accounted for.

All this nonsense has to stop and the subcontractors must come to heel, or we will annex the Municipality of Washington, DC, NYC and the UN holdings back into the States from whence these so-called independent international city-states were extracted without permission from the actual States and People, who are the only Parties having authority to make land grants within the boundaries of any State of the Union.

This action will sever the seat of government granted to Washington, DC, and we will do it for cause, specifically for failure to honor the limitations and obligations of their treaties, trusts, and commercial service contracts --- unless the Popes, the Brits, their Chinese Puppets, and Joe Biden get back in their lane and stay there.

They are all here to do a job, to provide essential government services. The duties of the Municipal Government do not include any armed personnel functions. The principal function of the Municipal Government is to provide Postal Service, and to maintain a safe and neutral meeting place within the boundaries of Washington, DC.

They have been abusing the trust granted to our Congress by allowing their Congress to run as a substitute for our lawful Government's Congress and have abused a plenary oligarchy provided for other purposes to usurp our authority and steal our assets under color of law.

The British Territorial and United States Service Personnel of the American Armed Forces have a distinct mission to protect our land and soil and our people from all enemies both foreign and domestic. As a result, they are welcome on our land and soil so long as they are pursuing their duty in good faith.

We specifically request and require them to point our guns and nuclear arsenal toward targets in Rome, the Inner City of London, Paris Underground, Brussels, Geneva, Frankfurt, and the UN Headquarters in New York. We realize that China is being used as a sock-puppet and now know, for sure, where the actual evil resides. This time, if they want a war for profit, we are going to take out the cause of the war where it lives instead of letting these evil men use poverty-stricken mercenaries to do their dirty work.

We also request and require the immediate arrest of the Lords of the Admiralty.
Maybe the Perpetrators can build themselves an artificial island out beyond our continental waters and tell someone else their lies, but we will no longer bear their obfuscations, substitutions, lies, omissions, usurpations, bad faith, breach of trust and violation of their service contracts.
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